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Introduction

The introduction of immunotherapy and its dramatic 
benefit to overall survival of certain advanced and metastatic 
non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) patients has 
been one of the highlights of this last decade in thoracic 
oncology. The therapeutic progress observed these last few 
years has come from a deeper understanding of the basic 
cellular and molecular mechanisms involved in interactions 
between cancer cells and the tumor microenvironment 
(TME), notably immune cells (ICs) (1-3). In this regard, 
many studies and reviews have been published these last 
few years concerning the different mechanisms regulating 
these complex interactions (4-7). More specifically, the 

development of the different immune checkpoint inhibitors 
(ICIs) targeting the interaction between PD1 expressed on 
the T lymphocytes and PD-L1 expressed on tumor cells 
has increased the knowledge into immunopathology of lung 
cancer (8-10). 

However, despite some major therapeutic breakthroughs 
leading recently to new international guidelines in 
treatment of advanced and metastatic lung cancer, many 
uncertainties persist: (I) some patients are non-responders 
to ICIs while the tumor cells express high levels of PD-L1;  
conversely other patients are good responders to ICIs 
while their tumors do not express PD-L1; and (II) the 
cellular mechanisms of tumor hyper-progression occurring 
in certain patients treated with ICIs are not well defined 
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and there is no predictive biomarkers of the tumor hyper-
progression until now (11-13).

After briefly reporting the main cellular actors of the 
innate and adaptive immunity and their respective roles in 
the interaction between ICs and tumor cells, this review 
will highlight the recent advances in the domain of tumor 
cell-ICs interactions. Some specific fields will be discussed 
including the role of: (I) the different myeloid populations, 
notably myeloid derived suppressive cells (MDSC); (II) the 
ATP/ADP and the P2 purinergic receptors (P2R); (III) the 
blood circulating ICs in metastatic dissemination; and (IV) 
the involvement of tertiary lymphoid structures (TLSs) in 
immunotherapy. Finally, some new approaches analyzing 
the TME in lung cancer as well as some new potential 
therapeutic strategies targeting the ICs will be discussed. 

Intra-tumoral immunity in lung cancer: 
from immunosurveillance to the status of 
immunotolerance 

Following an initial phase of immunosurveillance including 
tumor cell destruction by efficient intra-tumoral ICs, the 
cancer escapes this surveillance and tumor cells proliferate 
due to a phase of immunotolerance, which is then more and 
more pronounced (14). This increase in immunotolerance 
leads to tumor growth, parenchyma invasion, blood 
dissemination and the development of metastases. All 

cells of innate and adaptive immunity are actors in these 
different steps. Moreover, cancer cells progressively 
evade immunosurveillance by altering their phenotype 
via immunoediting (15,16). The immune-edited tumors 
display properties of cells that have undergone epithelial-
mesenchymal transition (EMT) (17). Taken together, a 
progressive cellular imbalance between anti- and pro-tumor 
effects in the TME leads inexorably to cancer development. 

Innate immunity

Cells in the innate immunity compartment include 
myeloid cells [neutrophils, mastocytes, eosinophils, and 
myeloid-derived suppressive cells (MDSC)], macrophages 
and natural killer (NK) cells. Briefly, neutrophils are the 
most abundant myeloid cells. It is now known that these 
cells can survive 4 or 5 days in the blood stream and can 
live for several weeks in tissues (18). The neutrophils in 
lung carcinomas can polarize into N1 or N2 functional 
phenotypes (Figure 1A). N1-neutrophils express anti-tumor 
cytokines (such as TNF-α and IL-12). N2-neutrophils 
express pro-angiogenic (VEGF) and immunosuppressive 
(TGF-β1) cytokines (19). As for neutrophils, macrophages 
have two functional phenotypes (Figure 1B) .  M1-
macrophages are induced through IFN-γ  or Toll-
like receptor activation and express high levels of pro-
inflammatory cytokines. M2-macrophages are induced by 

Figure 1 Tumor associated neutrophils (TAN) and tumor associated macrophages (TAM) during tumor progression. (A) Representation of 
the switch from the TAN type 1 to the TAN type 2. (B) Recruitment of monocytes and macrophages on tumor site and different roles of 
TAM type 2 during tumor development.
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IL-13 and IL-4 and express different cytokines/chemokines 
such as PDGF, TGF-β1, M-CSF, MCP-1 and IL-8, which 
are implicated in fibroblast activation and in increased 
angiogenesis and VEGF expression (20). Moreover, NK 
cells are cytotoxic lymphocytes (21). They do not need any 
priming to exert an anti-tumor effect (21-23). NK cells 
are activated by molecules (MICA and MICB) expressed 
by stressed tumor cells and are recognized by NK cell 
receptors (NKG2D) (21). Moreover tumors cells that 
express major histocompatibility complex class I molecules 
at a lower level than healthy cells can be the target of NK 
cells (21). Dendritic cells (DCs) are professional antigen 
presenting cells that sample the microenvironment and can 
provide different antigens and also co-stimulatory signals to 
the different population of cells of the adaptative immune 
system (24). Different populations of DCs exist in humans 
and could be classified into two main groups, namely, 
plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) and “classical” or “myeloid” 
DCs. Moreover, classical or myeloid DCs have been 
subdivided into two subsets on the basis of their expression 
of CD141 and CD1c (25). DCs are critical and represent 
mandatory bridge acting between innate and adaptive 
immunity (26). These cells process phagocytosed tumor cell 
proteins such as peptides of CD8+ T lymphocytes to initiate 
reactions of adaptive immunity (24,26,27). Some molecules 
such as CD47, a widely expressed cellular receptor well 
known for its immunoregulatory functions can modulate 
cellular phagocytosis by activation of dendritic cells and 
macrophages (28), It is noteworthy that T cell priming can 
occur not only in lymph nodes and secondary lymphoid 
structures, but also within lymphoid aggregates, which are 
located around some lung cancers, they are called TLSs 
(29,30). All the cells of innate immunity play a pivotal 
role in the initiation and activation of the different cells 
composing the adaptive immune system.

Adaptive immunity

The cells of the adaptive immunity include T (CD8+ and 
CD4+) and B cells. CD8+ T lymphocytes can destroy lung 
carcinoma cells through the presence of neoantigens on their 
membrane and through HLA class I molecules. CD4+ T 
lymphocytes play many roles since they recruit neutrophils 
and activate DC to increase CD8+ T lymphocyte priming. 
It is noteworthy that CD4+ T lymphocytes have different 
functional orientations and become Th1, Th2, Th17 and 
regulatory T cells (Tregs). Tregs suppress the effector cell 

responses through the production of IL-10, TGF-β and 
IL-35 and the inhibition of DC maturation. Finally B cells 
can act as antigen-presenting cells and thus can prime T 
lymphocytes. Moreover, antibodies secreted by these cells 
can opsonize cancer cells, activate the complement cascade 
and thus induce NK cell-mediated tumor death.

The switch in the battle of tumor immunity: from 
immune-destruction to immunotolerance 

It is well known that tumor-infiltrating ICs of lung 
carcinoma are plastic. These cells can have pro- or anti-
cancer functional phenotypes. Neutrophils are activated by 
some damage-associated molecular patterns derived from 
apoptotic or necrotic cancer cells and thus can first acquire 
an anti-tumor (N1-neutrophils) and then a pro-tumor 
(N2-neutrophils) activity. In parallel M1 macrophages 
begin to promote cancer cell elimination in association 
with the activation of cells of adaptive immunity, then M2 
macrophages increased in number, in particular through 
TGF-β which induces an immunosuppressive effect. The 
anti-tumor effect is initially mediated by intra-cancer NK 
cells, since these cells destroy cancer cells expressing MICA 
and MICB with downregulated HLA-class I molecules. 
The activity of NK cells is mainly regulated by type I 
interferons and NK cells can regulate both the innate 
and adaptative immune responses through the secretion 
of many cytokines, such as the IFN-γ (31). However the 
poor infiltration of NK cells into solid tumors changes in 
activating/inhibitory signaling and the TME decrease the 
NK-mediated killing of malignant cells. It is noteworthy 
that NK cells can inactivated by different cells such as 
some subpopulation of T lymphocytes (Tregs) and MDSCs 
but also by soluble mediators such as adenosine (32,33) 
Loss of the ability to present neoantigens through human 
leukocyte antigen loss facilitates immune evasion and M2 
macrophage subtype and CD8 infiltration (16,34,35). An 
anti-tumor efficiency needs to be associated with mature 
DCs, since these mature cells present the tumor peptides to 
CD8+ lymphocytes (27). It is then pivotal for an anti-tumor 
effect that the cytokine milieu include specific molecules 
such as TNF-α, IL-2, IL-12 and INF-γ (36,37). However, 
immune tolerance progressively develops in association 
with tumor cell proliferation due to the effect of renewed 
cytokine production including that of VEGF, IL-10, IL-35,  
PDGF and TGF-β1 (38,39). Progressive accumulation of 
Tregs, MDSC, immature DCs, N2 neutrophils and M2-
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macrophages leads to tumor growth and cancer cell invasion 
and dissemination (20,38). Moreover, in this context it 
is well known that some membrane expressed molecules 
(such as PD-L1) inhibit the killer function of infiltrating 
lymphocytes through a PD1-PD-L1 interaction, which is 
the biological basis of the current ICIs used in treatment of 
lung cancer.

Intra-tumoral myeloid cell populations: a role in 
lung cancer immunotherapy 

The role of different populations of macrophages associated 
with tumors has been extensively studies these last few years 
(40,41). Conversely, for many years myeloid cell populations 
have essentially been studied and characterized for their 
role in fighting pathogens and exogenous bodies. So the 
involvement of neutrophils in tumor development and 
progression has been underestimated until recently, since 
neutrophils were regarded in particular as differentiated 
cells with a low level of transcriptional plasticity. Thus, in 
the absence of stimuli neutrophils undergo apoptosis or 
are phagocytosed by macrophages, preventing release of 
cytotoxic enzymes. More recently, it was demonstrated in 
several studies that the different populations of myeloid 
cells are in fact strongly involved in carcinogenesis, tumor 
growth, dissemination and metastatic onset (42-45). It 
appears that neutrophils are the most abundant intra-
tumor ICs type in lung tumors, accounting for around 
20% of the ICs infiltrates according to the histological 
subtype (46). It is noteworthy that neutrophils are globally 
more abundant in squamous cell lung carcinoma than 
in lung adenocarcinoma (46). Moreover the number of 
neutrophils is variable in a same histological subtype, but 
a direct contact between tumor cells and myeloid cells 
can be observed, sometimes without any morphological 
alteration of the cancer cells (Figure 2). Globally these cells 
can release oxygen- and nitrogen-free radicals inducing 
genetic instability through the promotion of DNA point 
mutations in tumor cells. Different studies have revealed 
distinct phenotypes of neutrophils, macrophages and 
monocytes in tumor patients (47). Using next generation 
sequencing, including RNA sequencing, a number of 
neutrophil subtypes with high transcriptional plasticity have 
been reported (48). These distinct phenotypes could be the 
result of the reprogramming of the tissue microenvironment 
or of the development of specific progenitor cells. So, it 
was demonstrated that neutrophils in lung cancers express 
different phenotypes that play both pro- and anti-tumor 

roles (49). Anti-tumor neutrophils (type 1) are usually 
observed during early stage lung cancers and stimulate INF-γ 
production and T cell infiltration. During tumor progression 
a neutrophil-rich infiltrate correlates with a decrease in 
CD8+ and CD4+ cells and a lower overall survival of 
patients with NSCLC (50). Kargl and colleagues deciphered 
the myeloid lineage cellular population in NSCLC and 
their association with lymphocyte populations (50).  
For this purpose they used different approaches and a 
multiparametric flow data set, a Nanostring Immune 
Profiler gene expression panel and a novel multiplex 
immunohistochemistry (IHC) panel. Interestingly the 
multiplex-IHC panel was designed to address potential roles 
of M-MDSC, neutrophils, macrophages and monocytes in 
the mediation of lymphocytes (50). This study highlighted 
the ratio of CD8+ T to neutrophils within tumors optimally 
distinguishing between active and myeloid cases (50). 

Among the myeloid cell populations observed in lung 
carcinomas, the MDCSs subset is an important highly 
immunosuppressive population (51). These MDSCs 
express CD45 and CD33, but not CD14, CD68 and 
CD66b. Recently the expression of checkpoint molecules 
on neutrophils and MDSCs was demonstrated by different 
studies and interest was shown using mice models in 
inducing targeted deletion of PD-1 or of PD-L1 in myeloid 
cells to bring about an anti-tumor immune reaction (52,53). 
Notably, it was demonstrated a high expression of PD-L1 
protein on human granulocytic MDSCs upon co-culture 
with T cells (52). Functional studies further demonstrated 
that antibody blocking PD-L1 impaired the MDSC-
mediated suppression of T-cell proliferation (52,54,55). 
Interestingly, hypoxia, one of the hallmarks of cancer, plays 
a critical role in anti-cancer immune responses by not 
only reducing cytolytic and migratory activity of effector 
cells such as CD8+ T and NK cells, but also by supporting 
immunosuppressive cells, notably the MDSCs (54,55).

Several mechanisms are used by lung cancer cells 
undergoing EMT to interact with ICs, notably myeloid 
populations, allowing angiogenesis, tumor growth and 
dissemination. Thus, tumor cells that have undergone EMT 
can modify the TME and affect different IC populations 
with an increase in the number of immunosuppressive cells 
such as MDSCs, tumor-associated macrophages with a 
M2 phenotype and Treg lymphocytes. These cells release 
immunosuppressive molecules (IL-10, TGF-β, TNF-α), 
which inhibit cytotoxic cells, notably CD8+ T lymphocytes 
and NK cells. Production of some cytokines, such as 
TGF-β induces EMT and also impairs differentiation of 
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many innate and adaptive ICs of the TME in lung cancer. 
Interestingly, in vitro studies demonstrated that TGF-β 
could also downregulate the MHC class I proteins on lung 
cancer cells (56). EMT has been found to be associate with 
an increased level of different ICIs, including PD-1, PD-
L1 and PD-L2, OX40, CD137, TIM3, LAG3 and CTLA-4  
(57-59). Finally, substantial interplay exists between 
myeloid populations and microRNAs in the TME. More 
notably some miRNAs can be produced by both tumor cells 
and/or myeloid cells and can modify tumor development 
and dissemination, such as miR223 produce mainly by 
neutrophils or miR21 and miR29 that are produced by 
macrophages (60-62). Interestingly, these miRNAs, which 
are mainly present in extra vesicles, play an important role 
in resistance to immunotherapy (63).

The place of TLSs in the concept of 
immunotherapy

Lung parenchyma can develop TLSs in association 
with different diseases including non-tumor and tumor 
processes. TLSs correspond to lymphoid structures that 
develop in non-lymphoid tissues (29,30). Development 
is linked to long-term exposure to chronic inflammatory 
signals. Moreover, TLSs are described in the invasive 
margin but also in the stroma of some lung tumors. Some 
lung cancer patients can present with many TLSs in their 
tumors while others do not show any of these structures. 
As described for lymphoid tissues, TLSs are composed of 
different populations of ICs, B cell follicles with germinal 
centers, surrounded by plasma cells and T cell-rich zones 

Figure 2 Myeloid cells infiltration in tissue sections of lung carcinoma. (A) Interaction and cell-cell contact between lung cancer tumor 
cells (white arrows) and neutrophils (black arrows). (a1) Hematoxylin-eosin, original magnification ×200, (a2) hematoxylin-eosin, original 
magnification ×630, (a3) immunohistochemistry with an anti-myeloperoxidase antibody, immunoperoxidase, original magnification ×800. 
(B) Different lung adenocarcinoma showing low (b1), moderate (b2) and high (b3) number of myeloid cells (b1-b3: anti-myeloperoxidase 
antibody; immunoperoxidase, original magnification ×100). 
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with mature DCs. Moreover these TLSs showed a high 
number of endothelial venules. The composition can be 
analyzed using a M-multiplex IHC approach (64). As in 
lymphoid tissues, local presentation of tumor antigens to 
T lymphocytes by DCs, differentiation of B and T cells, as 
well as generation of memory B cells, antibody production 
by plasma cells, and production of T cytotoxic and T helper 
populations, can be observed in TLSs. It is noteworthy 
that there is a strong correlation between the presence of 
a high number of CD4+ T and CD8+ T lymphocytes in 
lung carcinomas and the presence of TLSs. Moreover, the 
presence of a high number of CD8+PD1+ T lymphocytes 
in TLSs before immunotherapy was found to be predictive 
of response to this treatment (65). A favorable impact of 
the TLS number detected in tissue sections on prognosis of 
lung cancer has been reported (66). This prognostic factor 
was totally independent of the pTNM staging (66). When 
deciphering the different cell populations of TLS high 
tumors, a high level of CD38+ and CD69+ activated T cells 
and of CD8+ T cells was demonstrated. Moreover, a high 
number of genes characteristic of T cell activation, T cell 
cytotoxicity and T cell chemotaxis was described (66).

ATP and P2R: potential new actors in lung 
cancer immunotherapy

One of the most potent immunosuppressive factors in 
solid tumors, notably in lung cancer, is adenosine, which 
is produced in the tumor stroma when extracellular ATP 
is degraded (67-69). Adenosine can impair antitumor 
activity, through the decrease of protective ICs (such as 
T cells, NK cells and DCs), by enhancing the suppressive 
capacity of Tregs and MDSCs (67,68). So adenosine 
confers potent immunosuppressive as well direct tumor-
promoting actions in the lung TME. ATP acts at P2Rs 
expressed on both tumor and host cells (70,71) (Figure 3).  
Depending on the extracellular ATP level, the P2Rs subtype 
and the target cell type (tumor or healthy cells) stimulation 
of P2 receptors has different effects. P2Rs are plasma 
membrane receptors, which are stimulated by pyrimidine 
nucleotides or extracellular purine. The P2R family is made 
up of eight P2Y and seven P2X members (with the receptor 
family comprising adenosine receptors named P1 purinergic 
receptors). The affinity for ATP of these different receptors 
varies strongly according the ATP concentration. Among 
the P2 receptors, the P2X7R subtype appears to be a major 
player not only in some inflammatory diseases but also in 

host-tumor cell interactions (72-75). Interestingly P2X7R 
is expressed on tumor cells but also on some intra-tumoral 
ICs including MDSC, NK cells and lymphocytes. ATP is 
released into the TME and can modulate the interaction 
between intra-tumor ICs and the cells of the carcinoma. 
Cell injury, dying cells and hypoxia are strong stimuli for 
ATP release. In solid tumors, ATP and ADP are degraded 
by membrane-expressed ectonucleotidases such as CD39. 
Similarly, AMP is also degraded by CD73 membrane-bound 
ectonucleotidase in solid tumors. It is noteworthy that CD39 
is strongly expressed by Tregs, T and B lymphocytes, DCs, 
tumor-infiltrating TH17 lymphocytes and M2 macrophages. 
Moreover, CD73 and CD39 are overexpressed in response 
to TGF-β. Globally low ATP levels promote cancer cell 
proliferation and immunosuppression while high levels of 
ATP activate DCs, promote tumor antigen presentation 
and are associated with an anti-tumor effect. However, 
ATP can also induce immunosuppression by causing 
adenosine accumulation. ATP can selectively increase 
the number of immunosuppressive cells in the TME by 
increasing chemotaxis of Treg lymphocytes. Moreover, 
ATP can contribute to MDSC immunosuppressive 
functions as a substrate for the generation of 5'AMP. In 
this regard, ATP stimulation of P2X7R on MDSCs drives 
arginase accumulation, but also TGF-β and IL-10 release 
and strongly contributes to the onset of elaboration of an 
immunosuppressive TME. In parallel, DCs express a large 
number of P2Rs and migration of DCs can be increased 
by extracellular nucleotides. Interestingly, ATP promotes 
matrix metallopeptidase 9 and cathepsin production, and 
inhibits tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases 1 release from 
monocytes. Thus, this process can induce degradation of the 
extracellular matrix to facilitate lung carcinoma cell invasion 
and ICs infiltration. However, cancer-associated activity 
can be stimulated by adenosine via A2bR. Finally, release of 
VEGF from tumor associated macrophages and cancer cells 
can be promoted by adenosine acting on A2bR but also by 
ATP acting on P2X7R. 

Some studies report expression of CD39 on TILs, in 
particular in CD8+ TILs in NSCLC (76,77). A recent 
study showed that CD39 and PD-1 can be co-expressed in 
tumor-infiltrating ICs in NSCLC (78). Thus, PD-1 and 
adenosine signaling pathways for tumor immune-escape and 
immunosuppression can occur simultaneously. Expression 
of these markers was found to be higher in both CD4+ and 
CD8+ T cells isolated from tumor tissue than in these cells 
isolated from adjacent non tumor tissue (78).
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The “liquid microenvironment”: a new space for 
lung cancer immunotherapy development 

The onset of lung metastases is mainly due to the 
hematogenous dissemination of tumor cells, called 
circulating tumor cells (CTCs), arising from the primary 
cancer site (79). However, the majority of carcinoma cells 
once present and circulating in the blood do not survive 
and are not able to create secondary metastases. So, most 
of these CTCs die due to apoptotic phenomena, called 
anoikis. However, a subpopulation of CTCs, which form 
in clusters called tumor microemboli, resist the blood flow, 
the pressure and turbulence, and so survive and develop 
metastases. So, it is pivotal to decipher the molecular 
mechanisms associated with the survival or death of CTCs. 
One of the main influences on the behavior CTCs is driven 

by their interaction with circulating hematological cells, in 
particular, neutrophils, MDSC, macrophages/monocytes, 
NK, and platelets (80-82). These interactions are based 
on cell-cell contact as well as through the action of some 
soluble factors secreted by the CTCs and/or the non-
tumoral circulating cells, as well as through some micro-
particles, including exosomes (81). As for tumor tissue, the 
ICs in blood can have an anti- or pro-tumor action, and 
can also combine together their effects (82-84). Briefly, 
circulating neutrophils and macrophages can have an N1 
or M1, or an N2 or M2 phenotype, respectively (80,81). 
More notably, these cells can produce some neutrophil 
extracellular traps (NETs) and actively participate in CTCs 
survival through their action on the cell cycle, which 
increases the resistance to apoptosis, and is involved in the 

Figure 3 Impact of an increase level of adenosine in the different cells of the tumor microenvironment. Injured tissue (and its consequences 
such as necrosis, hypoxia and/or inflammation) increases the level of ATP and NAD+ in the interstitial compartment. ATP and NAD+ fuel 
catabolic adenosine-generating pathways which can be mediated by CD39 and CD73, but also other ecto-nucleotidases including CD38. 
Adenosine can be eliminated via its conversion to inosine by ADA receptor. Four adenosine receptors (AR) all coupled to G-proteins have 
identified: AIR, A2AR, A2BR and A3R. AI, A2A and A3 are high affinity adenosine receptor and A2B is low affinity adenosine receptor. 
Adenosine induces different functions in the immune subsets and the secretion of many cytokines allowing tumor progression. DC, dendritic 
cell; TAM, tumor-associated macrophage; Treg, T regulator lymphocyte; Teff, T effector lymphocyte; CAF, carcinoma cell-associated 
fibroblast; MDSC, myeloid-derived suppressor cell; NK, natural killer cell.
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onset of metastases (84). After activation and aggregation 
circulating platelets associated with NETs can favor the 
adherence of CTCs onto endothelial cells and then their 
extravasation, steps arising before metastatic development 
(80,81). It is noteworthy that neutrophils are involved in all 
the steps associated with cancer dissemination, notably at 
an early stage when they support primary cancer cell entry 
into the blood stream, through the secretion of proteases, 
elastases and metalloproteases that destroy the vasculature 
barrier (80,81). The neutrophils then escort the CTCs 
into the blood stream creating a protective niche, and 
finally allowing them to cross the vascular barrier (80,81). 
Moreover, the neutrophils prepare the site for CTC 
implantation in distant parenchyma from different organs. 
NK cells are strongly involved in eliminating CTCs, but 
their activity can be inhibited by some soluble factors, 
such as TGF-β secreted by M2 macrophages (80,81). 
Finally MDSC can act by inhibiting the cytotoxic effect of 
circulating CD8+ lymphocytes (80). 

Current and future tools to study the interactions 
between immune and cancer cells 

Many tools and approaches have been developed to 
analyze the TME in lung cancer in order to quantifying 
and characterizing the IC populations. Some of these tools 
will be used very soon in daily practice to better evaluate 
the prognosis but also to help increase the predictive value 
of response or resistance to lung cancer therapy, notably 
immunotherapy.

IHC and immunofluorescence (IF)

IHC and IF are methods used worldwide in pathology 
laboratories. In routine pathology, IHC is easy to perform, 
cost effective, and the results are obtained rapidly. 
Moreover, one of the advantages of these methods is to 
identify the signal at the architectural level and to localize 
the detected protein in the different cell compartments, i.e., 
in the nucleus, the cytoplasm and/or the cell membrane. 
Recently, multiplex IHC or multiplex IF have been 
developed to detect and localize in a single tissue section at 
the same time several antigens (85,86). Depending on the 
technology (chromogenic versus fluorescence approaches), 
the number of antibodies which can be used is variable from 
two to ten, sometimes more (85,87,88). The different IC 
populations present in the lung cancer tissue section can be 
detected and quantified (89). One of the advantages of these 

methods is the possibility of studying in detail the spatial 
topography of these complex cellular infiltrates, of being 
able to assess the co-localization of the different detected 
molecules, and according to the method, of evaluating 
the distance between the antigens. Currently the great 
majority of multiplex IHC/IF tools have been developed for 
translational research programs, but some new approaches 
should be applied soon in routine clinical practice for 
detection of both ICs, but also of well-defined predictive 
biomarkers (90). 

Flow and mass cytometry

Cytometry is certainly one of the best methods to study the 
functionality of ICs in a lung carcinoma. However, analysis 
by flow cytometry requires the dissociation of the tumor 
tissue to stain a single-cell suspension since each cell marker 
is read with a laser (91,92). For example, this technique 
can evaluate the profile of tumor-associated lymphocytes 
to point to the prognosis as well as the patient’s response 
to therapy. Each IC population of interest can be analyzed 
for multi-parametric expression of many markers (92). 
Moreover, the data of a well-defined single cell population 
of IC can quantify millions of cells in a short turnaround 
time (91). In addition, different populations of millions 
ICs can be analyzed at the same time. This method is very 
useful for the study of the phenotype of rare IC population 
such as DCs or MDSCs. In addition to flow cytometry 
mass cytometry allows evaluation of several dozen markers 
all at the same time. For this method, the cells are labeled 
with metal-tagged antibodies, which are then quantified by 
time of flight mass spectrometry. For example, using this 
approach it was possible to study in detail IC populations 
in lung carcinoma, and by coupling this method with 
single cell RNA it was possible to evaluate and quantify 
the NK, myeloid and T cells compartment in early lung 
adenocarcinomas (49,93). 

Gene expression data

Different methods have been created to analyze the 
transcriptomic data of lung tumors to decipher the 
composition of the cell populations of the TME. These 
methods are based on Gene Set Enrichment Analysis and 
can also quantify the different cell populations with the 
TIminer and xCell methods. The MCP-counter was more 
recently developed and is based on an approach using 
gene signatures. Signatures are available for eight immune 
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populations, as well as fibroblasts and the endothelium. 
Other methods including CIBERSORT and TIMER, 
have developed a deconvolution framework. Different 
methods can perform complete deconvolution that 
simultaneously estimates the proportion of cell type and 
of their transcriptomic profiles. This is possible for quite 
low numbers of cell populations. Finally, other methods, 
such as ISOpure for example, can separate the part of the 
transcriptome that is related to tumor or healthy cells. Gene 
expression biomarkers in NSCLC, notably predefined 
immune gene signatures, have been recently evaluated using 
the NanoString PanCancer IO360 panel code (Nanostring, 
CA USA) (94). It is noteworthy that the tumor inflammatory 
signature was predictive of the benefit of ICIs in a cohort 
of lung cancer patients (94). One of the main disadvantages 
of transcriptomic methods is the loss of knowledge and 
evaluation concerning the tumor architecture and the spatial 
data required to localize identified cell types in the tumor, 
notably the ICs populations. However, some studies use 
barcodes associated with different regions of the analyzed 
tissue before doing RNA sequencing, allowing a spatial 
transcriptomic method (95).

Analyzing ICs at the single-cell scale by using single-cell 
RNA sequencing technologies can allow the assessment of 
the cell phenotype as well as its functional status (96-98).  
In this context this approach can identify the T cell 
receptor repertoire (97). Moreover, this technology 
allows detail study of rare ICs populations, since it is very 
hard to segregate from background these populations in 
transcriptomics.

New potential therapeutic strategies targeting 
the TME 

Anti-PD1/PD-L1 molecules administered alone or in 
combination with chemotherapy allow a significant higher 
overall survival in advanced and metastatic NSCLC  
(99-103). However, this dramatic result is observed in only 
a minority of lung cancer patients. So there is an urgent 
need to discover new therapeutic molecules to increase 
the number of patients who benefit from immunotherapy. 
Development of molecules targeting cells of the TME are 
ongoing. Studies use preclinical animal and cellular models 
and molecules are tested in an increasing number of clinical 
trials (104-110). Here we describe briefly some of these 
therapeutic options, focusing on the topics described above. 

Different therapeutic molecules targeting innate 
immunity, notably the myeloid populations and/or their 

secreted molecules are currently being tested in clinical 
trials (111,112). Macrophage-centered therapeutic 
development focuses on activating the macrophage anti-
cancer activity or on inhibiting their recruitment (113,114). 
Many strategies focus on targeting the macrophages, 
notably the M2 macrophage population (113,114). These 
strategies aim to inhibit pro-tumor macrophage recruitment 
and localization but also to activate M1 macrophage 
populations. A number of different antibodies and 
molecules have been or are being tested on cancer patients, 
including selective antibodies to CCL2, CCR2, CCR5, 
CSF1R antagonists. Other molecules such as the retinoic-
acid-related orphan receptor, which is expressed by myeloid 
cells, is another potential macrophage target in lung cancer. 
Many other molecules are also being developed and/or have 
been evaluated, such as some bisphosphonates, trabectedin 
or anti-CD40 molecules. Other therapeutic strategies are 
ongoing as for targeted neutrophils, or MDSC populations 
and/or some cytokines secreted by these cells, such as the 
IL-8 (112,115). These include the potential for inhibition 
of CXC receptors like CXCR2 that are associated with the 
migration of neutrophils to tumor sites. Other strategies 
focus on the inhibition of IL-23 or IL-17 since these 
cytokines stimulate the expansion of neutrophils, which is 
mediated by G-CSF. However, it is also possible to directly 
target G-CSF (115). In addition, many scientific reports and 
clinical studies have shown promising anti-tumor effects 
when using NK cell-based immunotherapy (22,23,116). 
Currently, various approaches are being used to enhance the 
number and function of NK cells (116). One approach uses 
cytokines to selectively boost both the number as well as the 
efficacy of anti-tumor functions of NK cells (116). Another 
emerging approach focuses on checkpoint inhibitors 
targeting the NK cell receptor (22,23).

The induction of TLS formation and the increase in 
their number due to different pharmacological approaches 
may be useful to increase the sensitivity of the “cold 
tumors” to ICIs, notably when used in association with 
ICIs, vaccines and/or intra-tumor agents. However, in 
some “hot tumors” with fibrotic stroma, angiogenesis, and 
chronic inflammation, TLS formation and the response to 
ICIs can also be favored by some anti-immunosuppressive 
and/or anti-angiogenic molecules. The induction of TLSs 
in lung carcinoma can facilitate the lymphocyte afflux and 
tumor control. In this context, TLS induction may be used 
for treatment of patients with some tumors with a low level 
of lymphocyte infiltration, notably a low level of CD8+ 
lymphocytes. The promotion of TLSs may be obtained 
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using different chemokines, synthetic molecules, antigen-
presenting cells, antibodies and/or cytokines. In addition, 
TLSs can represent a target of choice to produce and 
test efficient anti-tumor vaccine therapies since they can 
generate an efficient adaptive anti-tumor signal (117).

Purinergic signaling may be a new target for lung 
cancer therapy. Targets would include the different P2 
receptors as well as extracellular ATP. The in vivo injection 
of ATP has been explored as an anti-cancer therapy in 
mice models, but some conflicting results were obtained. 
Notably administration of 500 mg per kilogram of ATP 
intra-peritoneal was associated with tumor regression 
via activation of P2X7R (118). However, injection of 
a high dose of ATP can be counterproductive since it 
leads to a large quantity of adenosine and an increased 
immunosuppressive effect. Some projects are focusing 
on the inhibition of ATP release into the TME. Suitable 
targets include pannexin 1 and P2X7R. Alternatively, it may 
be possible to administrate recombinant soluble CD39. 
Preclinical studies in several tumor models have shown that 
targeting P2X7R is potentially a very effective anti-cancer 
treatment, and many pharmaceutical companies have now 
developed potent and selective small molecule inhibitors of 
P2X7R. 

I m p r o v e m e n t  i n  k n o w l e d g e  c o n c e r n i n g  t h e 
pathophysiology of the CTC-blood cell interactions opens 
new avenues to therapeutic development. For example, 
it has been shown that P2Y12R can play a pivotal role in 
platelet activation and clot formation. In preclinical models 
it has been demonstrated that platelet P2Y12R contributes 
to both tumor growth and dissemination. In this context, 
P212R-deficient mice showed reduced lung cancer cell 
dissemination owing to disruption in tumor-platelet 
interactions (119). Among the other strategies, one focuses 
on inhibiting NET formation by administering DNase 
I, which reverses the effect of some pro-tumor factors. 
However, these approaches are currently controversial 
since NETs may have anti- or pro-tumor effects (120). 
Many molecules are in development or in use in different 
clinical trials, and may soon be in used in daily practice. 
These molecules have been developed based on improved 
knowledge into the function of the immune system in 
association with lung cancer cell activity. 

Perspectives and conclusion

The composition and density of ICs in the TME of lung 
carcinomas is variable from a tumor to another one, but has 

to be considered with the number and type of associated 
genomic alterations (121,122). Notably, KRAS mutations 
influence and modify the composition of the different intra 
tumoral ICs (121,123,124). A number of reports have shown 
that KRAS mutated lung cancers demonstrated an increase 
in PD-L1 expression and secretion of pro-tumoral cytokines 
(such as IL-8, IL-17, and IL-22) and have different IC 
populations depending on the KRAS mutation subtypes 
(121,123,124). One of the most recent exciting therapeutic 
molecules, a G12C-specific inhibitor, targets KRASG12C 
mutant lung tumors, and opens new opportunities to treat 
lung adenocarcinoma patients using this inhibitor alone or 
in association with an ICI (125-128). 

Many developments and approaches are currently being 
studied to better analyze and quantify the ICs in the lung 
cancer TME. For example, approaches using histology-
based digital-staining, a deep learning-based computation 
model, or different programs using artificial intelligence 
tools will certainly be helpful in the near future to better 
evaluate the composition of ICs in lung cancer, as well 
as their prognostic and predictive value, in particular in 
patients treated with ICIs (129,130).
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